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2 SDC(Sign Definite Condition)
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2 SDC(Sign Definite Condition)
$\mathrm{H}_{\infty}$ Sign
Definite Condition( SDC) SDC $\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{E}$
SDC
$f$ (x) Sign Definite
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$||S(s)||$ (o,i.1 $<\gamma_{s}$ (4)
$||$ T(s) $||$ [$w_{2}$ ,ool $<\gamma$t(5)
$n$ $G(s)=C(sI-A)^{-1}B+D$
$H=[C^{T}CA$ -t]– $\mathrm{x}(\gamma^{2}I-D^{T}D)^{-1}[-DT$C $B^{T}]$ (6)








$f_{t}(x)=x^{2}+(2m-$ (k-1Y $+ \frac{k^{2}}{\gamma_{t}^{2}}$ ) $x+m2(1- \frac{1}{\gamma_{t}^{2}})$ (10)
SyNRAC SDC $\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{E}$ $\forall x>0,f(x)>0$
$(9),(10)$ $[\omega_{1^{2}},\omega_{2^{2}}]$ $[0, \infty]$
$z= \frac{x+\omega_{1^{2}}}{1+\overline{\omega}_{2}^{\urcorner}x}$ (11)
$f_{s}(z)= \frac{(\gamma_{s}^{2}-1)\omega_{e}^{4}z^{2}+(z-\omega_{s}^{2})^{2}m^{2}\gamma_{s}^{2}+((k-1)^{2}\gamma_{s}^{2}-2m\gamma_{s}^{2}-1)(\omega_{s}^{2}z-1)\omega_{*}^{2}z}{(\gamma_{s}^{2}-1)(z-\omega_{s}^{2})^{2}}$ (12)
$f_{t}(z)=(z- \omega_{2^{2}})^{2}+m^{2}(1-\frac{1}{\gamma_{t^{2}}})+$ (2m-(k $-1)^{2}+ \frac{k^{2}}{\gamma\iota^{2}}$ ) $(z-\omega_{2^{2}})$ (13)
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$\omega_{s}=1(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}/\mathrm{s}),$ $\gamma_{s}=-20(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{B})=0.1,$ $\omega_{t}=20(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}/\mathrm{s}),$ $\gamma_{t}=-10(\mathrm{d}\mathrm{B})\simeq 0.3163$ $f_{s}$ ( z), $f_{t}$ (z)
$\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{E}$ 3, 4 $f_{s}$ (z), $f_{t}$ (z)
$3_{\text{ }}4$ ( 5)
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